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The Social impact of Science
Before the 17th century,scientific research was chiefly an activity in which scientistsworked as isolated individuals.Scientistsworking in different places only occasionally
communicated their discoveriesto each other.Starting in the 17th century,the institutionalization of sciencedeveloped gradually,and sciencewas carried out at universities and
other academic institutions such as the Royal Society (1660)in England,the "École
Polytechnique"(1795)in France,and the MassachusettsInstituteof Technology (1 8651,
in the USA.By the mid-nineteenthcenturythe consolidation of this process,which was
almost circumscribed to Europe and USA,had given rise to an exponential growth in
new knowledge,which resulted in unprecedented changes in daily life and major
changes in the social organization of the planet (l,2).The technologicaldevelopment
has been readily perceived and itsadvantagesare present in goods such as household
appliances,in faster means of transportation,and in the advancesin medicine and sanitation,which have increased life expectancy.However,the positive impact of scientific
and technologicaldevelopments must be weighted against negative aspects such as
unbalanced population growth,degradation of the environmentand the production of
weapons of mass destruction.The resulting beneficial and harmful aspects of science
and itsproductsproduced tensions,and have led society to increasinglydemand more
information about science and a greater role in decisions related to science practices
and goals.
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Wo& Distribution of Science and Young People: A Challenge for Science Education
Scientific Knowledge, scientists and science education

At present,over 700,000papers are published everyyear in scientificjournalsindexed
by SCI (ScienceCitation Index)(3).However,much as it began 200 years ago,most
new knowledgeis produced in only a few countries.Scientistsfrom the USA,England,
Germany,Japan, France,Canada and the countries which constituted,until recently,
the Soviet Union,contributed approximately 75 % of the indexed scientific papers
while the population of these seven countriesaccount
published from 1975 to 1989 (3,4),
for only 13% of the world population (tab.1). In contrast,the remaining countries of
the planet - comprising 87 YO of the world population - produce about 25 YO of the
papers published each year,and their social and economic development is closely
dependent on those countrieswhere knowledge is generated (5).
Table 1. Produdion of New Knowledge and W o M e Dishibution of Young People.

Major Science Producers*
1979

1)Published scientific
papers (thousands)(al

1

Rest of the World

1989

1979

470

561

153

306,000

340,000

639

606

1

1989

228

2)Population (thousands)
0-240-24years old (bl
3)Ratio (2/1)

2,065,000 2,318,000
13,497

10,167

(")Canada,France,Germany,Japan,Bdtain,USA and SovietUnion.
Sources:
(a) Thomas Phelan and Stephen Cole (1993)Social influences of scientificproductivity.Paper presented at theAmerican

SociologicalSocietyAnnual Meeting,Miami,USA.
íb) Estimatedata from:PC Globe4.0,1990,PC Globe Inc.,USA.StatisticalYear Book,UNESCO,1984.

One of the tasks of scienceeducation is to assimilate and distribute the knowledge
that sciencegenerates.Scientistsare notthe only ones responsiblefor scienceeducation,
but the small scientific community in countries like Brazil provides the local scientific
competence for accessing the international pool of knowledge and information,and
has the potential to forge linksamong science,technologyand education (6).They have
the responsabilityto make the huge amount of new scientific knowledgethat is produced
each year available to their countries,and intelligible to young people who have to be
educated.Since developing countrieshave a larger proportion of young people in their
population (82.6%),than do the developed countries (71,the problem of distributing
scientific knowledge represents,in fact,a great challengefor scienceeducation:most
of the planet's young population lives in countries which have only a small scientific
community to help promote science education.
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Human resources for science
The uneven worldwide distribution of scientists and school-ageyoung leads to a
complex scenariothat can be evaluated by comparing two countriesin the same hemisphere,Brazil and the USA.
In Brazil there is increasing awareness of the need to develop science and to train
new scientists as a necessary pre-requisiteto deal with economic constraints of its
society.In the USA science is developed and there is a large scientific community,but
in recent years the USA has encountered difficulties in meeting the growing demand
for capable new scientiststo maintain its lead in science and technology.
In both countriesthe scientific community participates in the efforts to attracttalented young people into science from the very beginning of the educational pipeline
(8,9,10).
In Brazil,this is not an easy task even though the number of scientists has
increased more rapidlythan the population as a whole (tab.2).The number of Brazilians
under 24years old was about 78million in 1988(1 1). Given the small number of active
scientists,each scientistwould have to contribute to the education of 12,600students
(tab.2).In contrast,the equivalent proportion in USA is 1 scientist to 44young people
(tab.3).
Table 2 Resourns for Science in Bmzii

I

1980

I

1988

1

Increment

1) Expenditures(U$millions)(al
Industry
Government ("1
Total

330
298
628

725
268
993

2.20
0.90
1.58

2) Doctoral degrees (b)

554

925

1.67

70,600

78,000

1.10

1,935
1,935

139
6,060
6,199

3.13
3.20

36,500

12,600

0.34

3) Young population in thousands
(0-24
years old) ícl

4) Employed scientists
Industry id)
CNPq i#) fe)
Total
5) Young population/scientists (3/4)

-

(#) CNPq:Scientistsreceivingresearchfellowshipsfrom the National ResearchCouncil

(*I Governmentexpenditureswere calculatedas follows:Average annualincomepaid foractivescientists(bl workingat
theBrazilianuniversities(1980:Us38mi//íons;
1988:U$ I18 millions)plusresourcesforsciencefrom CNPq (National
Research Council; 1980:Us23 millions; 1988:Us47 millions) and FNDCT (NationalFund forthe Scientificand
TechnologicalDevelopment;1980:Us237 millions; 1988:U$ 103millionsI
Source:
In:Scienceand Technology in Brazil:A new policy for a global
(a) Brisolla,1993.Dadosde MCT-CNPq/DAD/SUP/COOE.
world (preliminaryversion3.11,p.2.* MCT:CNPq;FINEP;INT;INPE:IMPA.
(b) CAPES- CoordenaçáodeAperfeiçoamentode Pessoaldo EnsinoSuperior.
(c) Estimate datafrom:Anuário Estatísticodo Brasil.IBGE- InstitutoBrasileirode Geografiae Estatística,1992.
id) ANPE1-AssociaçáoNacionaldePesquisae DesenvolvimentodasEmpresasIndustriais:Perfildo Quadro deAssociados.
September,1989,p.9.
(e) MCT-CNPq-SériesHistóricas,1976-1993.Brasília,10 de Fevereirode 1993.Tabela:Evoluçáodo númerodebolsas/ano
segundomodalidades- 1976/1993(Pósdoutorado-PDt Pesquisa-POt Pós-doutoradono exterior-PDE).
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kible 3. Resources for S i ¡in USA

I

I

1976

I

1986

I

Increment

1) Expenditures (U$millions)

Industry
Government and Educational
Institutions
Total
2) Doctoral degrees ía)
3) Young population in thousands
(0-24years old)(b/
4) Employed Scientists (al
Industry
Government,educational
institutions,and others
Total
5) Young population/scientists(3/4)

26,997

83,562

3.21

12,021
39,018

31,135
1 14,697

2.59
2.94

32,946

31,770

0.96

97,617

96,090

0.98

430,300

1,193,700

2.15

529,200
959,500

982,600
2,186,300

1.71
1.98

102

44

0.43

Source:
(a) National Patternsof Scienceand TechnologyResources(1987).Surveyof ScienceResourcesSeries.NationalScience
Foundation,USA,pp. 39 and 71.
(b) Statistical Year Book,1984,UNESCO.

Although the USA has a large scientific community,the mismatch between the
increasing demand for scientistsand the number of young people interested in scientific careers is making it difficult to provide the human resources needed to maintain
the rate of development. From 1976 to 1986the number of scientists and engineers
employed in the USA increased by a factorof 2,from 2.3million to 4.6million.Meanwhile,
the number of doctoral degrees awarded in the USA decreased from 32,946to 31,770
(12;tab.3).This discrepancybetween supplyand demand has led to an increase in the
age of active scientists in the USA.The peak of the frequency distribution curve has
shifted from 34 years old in 1976 to 44 in 1986 (12).The scientific work force in the
USA has been renewed in part by foreign students enrolled in doctoral programs;this
group increased from 34,400in 1976to 72,809in 1986(12).As a resultthe percentage
of jobs going to talented foreign students has increased.This represents a high cost
to developingcountries,because Third World studentswho go abroad to obtain a doctorate,and do not return,cause an enormous economic burden to their home country,
which paid for their education from elementary school to graduation (13).
Research and development (R&D)in industry

The shortfall in the scientificwork force in developed countriescan lead industry to
establish new policies aimed at fulfilling its needs in R&D (14).
Transnationalindustries
may find it advantageousto transfer part of their research activitiesto developingcountriesthat have a largeyoung population and are eager for scientificdevelopment.Such
a move might help to decrease the discrepancies presently existing in the Americas.
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There are several requirements for a developing country to host industrial R&D.
There should be universities to produce appropriately trained people,there should be
enough human material to justify the investment,and the country should be interested in promoting of industrial modernization.This profile is fulfilled by a number of
countriesin Latin America,including Brazil,Argentina,Chile,Venezuela and Mexico.In
the case of Brazil there has been an exponential growth in the number of industries
that spend money on R&D (tab.4).This is a new trend:before 1970,neither transnational nor local industries in Brazil spent a significantamount of money on research.
However,their investment in this activity has increased from U$330 million,in 1980to
U$725 million,in 1988 (14).Two examples of this change in policy for research funding
are the transnational companies Rhodia and Pirelli,which in 1988 applied 1.5% and
3.5% of the money earned from salesto research and development in Brazil (16).
Table 4 Research and Development (RSS)in Brazihn industry

Number of industries
investing in R&D
Before 1950
1950-59

I

196069

12

1970-79

39

1980-88

I

81

I

Source: ANPE1 -AssociaçãoNacional de Pesquisa e Desenvolvimento das Empresas Industriais: Perfil do Quadro de
Associados.September,1989.

These are indications that,through the private sector,a dissemination of science
from the First World is already taking place.Scientific research in Brazil is no longer
restricted to academia;scientists are being sought by industry,which as an important
productive sector of the economy has a strong influenceon public opinion and government policies. Industry requires that money paid in taxes be recovered in the form of
better education at primary and secondary school levels,and universities capable of
providing capable graduates.
It has been pointed out (14)that countries like Brazil cannot sustain a rapid growth
of science in industries without a certain risk.The interchange between universities
and industries requires a careful balance in the distribution of investments and in wage
policies.If the advantages offered by industry entice a significantfraction of the competent scientiststo leave the universities and public research institutes,the formative
system responsible for the training of new scientistscould collapse.

The Rde of ScienceEducation
The data and commentspresented sofar point to importantcontributionsof science
education to contemporarysociety:
(A)The social impact of science leads society to depend increasingly on scientific
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research to fulfill its needs.Science education can help people to understand the
nature and utility of scienceand contributeto developing informed and activecitizenry.
(BIHuman resourcesfor the scientific labor forceare necessary to supportthe pace of
scientific development.Raising young people's interest in science and in pursuing
scientific careers is a challenge for science education in both developed and developing countries.
(C)The unequal distribution of scientific knowledgeand young population among different countries poses difficulties for development of science in both developed and
developing countries.Science education efforts in developing countries can promote
the spread of research in science and technology to these countries,and disseminate the associated benefits of new knowledge produced.
Scientists and Science Education Initiatives
Although production of new scientific knowledge production has grown exponentially during this century,research in scienceeducation has not progressed at the same
rate as in other areas.This situation is exemplified by a comparison of the number of
indexed journals that publish research in science education,132,with the number of
journals in otherareas:l,729in social sciencejournalsand 5,692devoted to biomedical
and exactsciences (medicine,biology,mathematics,physics,chemistryand engineering)
(17).There is some evidence that insufficient efforts devoted to science education
research have had a negative impact:(a)Low test scoresand students'deficienciesin
basic science skills,in USA (9,18,19);
(b)Students'lack of interest in science,and the
relatively small numbers of students being prepared for careers in science and techand (c)Common misconceptions among students about scientific facts
nology (8,181;
and the stereotyped image of the scientistsand the scientificactivity that prevailsamong
school-agechildren (20,21,22).
Scientists are aware that science education plays an important role,not only in
attractingand channelling talented young people to scientific careers,but also in helping
to prepare them to use new technologies and to become lifelong learners,in order to
keep integrated in a rapidly changing society.There are numerous programs in different
countries devoted to the improvement of science education.An important aspect of
these initiatives is the growing involvementof active scientistsin science education at
primary and secondaryschools.Some examples in the USAare:(a)The National Science
Research Center (NSRC),an organization devoted to educational research and
development,informationdissemination and outreach,cooperatively sponsored by the
National Academy of Sciences and the Smithsonian Institution.Since 1985,the NSRC
has been developing science education,working in close contactwith schools in USA (9);
(b)The recent publication of the American Society for the Advancement of Science's
Project 2061 -Benchmarks for Science Literacy-an outline of fundamentalconcepts
of the teaching of science (23);(c)Projects in science education,sponsored by the
American Society of Physiology (IO)and the American Society of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology.These projects include hosting high schoolteachers who undertake
laboratory research projects for 8-10weeks during the summer;and promoting the
development of science education materials.
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In Brazil,universities and research institutes have been increasingly engaged in
scienceteaching programs,including:(a)The Universityand learning science in schools
a program undertaken by the Universidade de São Paulo-USP.This program was
conceived with a view to improving science teachers‘education (8);(b)The Instituto
de Matemática Pura e Aplicada, in Rio de Janeiro,has organized courses aimed at
improving the teaching of mathematics in Brazil,and also developing teaching
materials;(c)The Universidade Federal Fluminense,in Niterói,runs a program,Espaco
de Ciências,that promotes science courses for both primary and secondary-school
teachers and students,involving scientistsfrom the university’sInstitutes of Biology,
Physics and Chemistry.
Among the programs mentioned above these are some,both in Brazil and USA,that
favor institutionalized interdisciplinary collaborationsamong leading scientists and
educators on research and development projects on science education.Such is the
case at the Departmento de Bioquímica Médica of the Universidade Federal do Rio de
Janeiro.Besides its usual research activities in biochemistry,the department has
developed research projects in sociology of scienceand sciencepolicy.These projects
are generated and carried out along-side those involving basic biochemistry and the
mixture createsan interdisciplinary environmentfor research and development in science
education.What follows is a description of the programs currently under way.
Students C o m e to the University:
1) Laboratory Projects - Graduate students tutor undergraduates and high-school
students at bench. Undergraduate students attending the university’s regular bio-

chemistry courses,and high-schoolstudents attending vacation courses (seebox)are
invited to participatein research projects that are in progress in the department.Students
who are interested are interviewed and selected by graduate students,who become
their advisors and oversee their projects,which are usually related to the senior students’
thesis research.Presently there are over 1 O0 undergraduate studentsworking in the
department’slaboratoriesand over 50 graduate students engaged in tutoring.Acting
as tutors also helps to prepare graduate students for the future when they in turn will
supervise thesis research.
Some of the high school students aretalented youngstersfrom low-incomefamilies,
and they receive work-studyfellowships.Although few in number their presence in the
labs tends to focus the attention of the senior students on the problems afflicting
Brazilian society.
2)Vacation courses- High-schoolteachersand studentsattend two-weekintensive
courses at the university,during vacation months. During the last six years vacation
courses have given both teachers and studentsa chanceto develop a closerview about
the scienceprocess of inquiry,within the scientific environmentof the university.More
than 60 secondary level teachers and 1,000secondary level students have attended
the courses,which are intended to emphasize how scientific inquiry is used in generating
knowledge.The course helps studentsto increase their comprehension of the nature
of scientific activity at a time when they are about to choosetheir professional careers,
and also influence the science teaching approach teachers use at schools.

A brief description of the vacation course- lhe classesare directed towards
creatingan environmentwhere studentsare stimulatedto formulate hypotheses,
propose,plan and execute experiments,and finally report the work done and
draw conclusions.
leachers enrollfor two weeks and students for one week.During the first
week the teachersare the "students";during thesecondweek they worksupervised by the instructors,coordinating the high-schoolstudents'activities.
lhe same structure is adopted for both weeks.On Monday the theme
proposed for the week's work is introduced,with a brief historicalaccount.
Students are encouraged to raise their own questions related to this theme,
guess aboutpossible answers (hypotheses)and suggestexperiments to check
them.There are no lectures and no printed experimental protocols.lhe
discussionsare coordinatedby graduate and undergraduatestudentsin the first
week.During the second week they are assisted by high-schoolteachers.
Materials for carrying out the experimentsproposed by the students are
assembledbeforehand or rounded up on the spot when unexpectedproposals
arise.lhe first experimentalresults obtained are discussed by the students,
guided by the instructors,and then the students propose new hypothesis and
experiments,based on the first round.This sequence is repeated many times
during the course.On Friday,students present the results of their experiments
to the students of other laboratoryclasses that worked on the same theme.
The experimentationvarietyand breadth canbe illustratedby the experiments
done from working outthe following students'question (CI) and hypothesis (HI:
(01How does light enter plants?; (H)Plants have a pigment that absorbs
light. Experiments included:extracting from a purple leaf pigments of different
colours,using differentsolvents,and separatingthemby paper chromatography.
lhe main goalof the vacationcourses is to involve students in actuallydoing
experiments to answer their own questions;information contentis secondaty
By the end of the coursestudents should realize thatproducing scientific knowledge,which theyhave previously encounteredonly in books,involvesan enjoyable
and continuous process of creating,testing and discussing ideas about natural
phenomena.
Science Goes to School:Long-termproject activitiescarriedoutatschools,during
the whole yeal:The teaching approach used in the vacation courses is currently being
adapted for use inside the schools. Science teachers are considered as partners and
multipliers of the department's science education programs.They are encouraged and
given continued support (tutorialand materials)to use the experience acquired during
the vacation courses,in the schools they work.At present,there are 5 long-termprojects
under way in Rio de Janeiro high schools involving teachers who have taken part in the
2-week vacation courses.The aim is to encourage high-school science teachers to
replace the traditional "cook-book"approach to laboratory classes with a format that
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emphasizesthe scientificprocessof inquiry.That means asking the studentsto propose
their theme-relatedquestions and designing their own experiments to answer their
questions.Finally,teachersare also expected to develop more comprehensiveassessment strategiesto evaluate the impact of such a scienceteaching approach in order to
identify students'achievementsrelated to their:(alabilityto inquire;(b)scientificunderstanding of the natural world;and (clunderstanding of the nature of science.
Teachers Work in Department's Laboratories: Teachers are invited to engage
themselves on research activities at the department's laboratories,both on biochemistry projects and on science education and sociology of science projects.However,
they keep their links with the schools allowing a permanent bridge to be established
between the university and schools.The projects on science education and sociology
developed so far encompass areas of:scientometrics and science policy,the learning
Projectsthat are under
process in science,and the social impactof science (5,13,14,22).
way include development and evaluation of science teaching strategies.
Graduate Program: Several of the programs described have been structured into
a graduate studies program in the department that is run side by side with the traditional course in biochemistry. This course has 1 1 students,about 10% of the total
master and PhD studentsin the department,and it can be consideredan effective institutionalized and interdisciplinaryenvironmentfordevelopingcollaborativework among
leading scientists from different areas of knowledge and educators.
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